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We live in exciting and busy times,

but for most of us it comes at the

price of our health and vitality. 

My name is Pierre Higginson and I

provide a very different specialised

service that is designed with one goal

in mind: to coach you to a different

level of health and performance that

you may not have encountered for

years – if ever.



The Integrated Health Coaching & Corrective

Exercise Kinesiology program is an investment, not

only into your health & wellness and how you look

and feel, but in overcoming what's been holding

you back.

My unique set of multidisciplinary skills and

experience allows me to create truly integrated and

bespoke programs that draw upon functional

exercise, rehabilitation, movement therapy, and

nutrition & lifestyle coaching… these paradigms,

when combined together have the purpose of

improving the way you experience life, the way you

move, and optimise the “vehicle” we call the body.



Follow a personalised program that fits your life.

Achieve your goals—even when the stresses of daily life mount

up.

No more weird diets or unrealistic workouts.

Actual strategies that work and produce results quickly, that you

will keep with you for the rest of your life.

Get the support that removes the guesswork and gives you

accountability and direction every step of the way.

Life-changing results—delivered in-person or online.

EXPERIENCE TOTAL

HEALTH TRANSFORMATION

My secret? Proven, research-driven methods that continue to work

with people of all shapes, sizes, and lifestyles. My integrated health

coaching & corrective exercise kinesiology method does more than

just teach you how to exercise and eat better. You’ll also develop the

mindset you need to experience the confidence and freedom a

healthy lifestyle has to offer.



PROGRAM

OVERVIEW

This program is tailored

to your specific health

and wellness and

includes all of the

following:



ASSESSMENT

Musculo-Skeletal Assessment

Postural Analysis

Health Appraisal Assessment

Nutrition & Lifestyle Assessment

The human body is a complex system of systems and only by

gaining close knowledge of how these systems are functioning can

I be precise in how I create your corrective exercise and wellness

programme.

A thorough and precise assessment is the only way to generate the

insight into what your body needs as a stimulus to regain its

natural state of function. This program includes:

This in depth assessment process allows Pierre to receive a

blueprint as to what your body needs in order to stimulate positive

change.



In order to increase the freedom of movement in your body, relieve

tension and tightness, and get the system working in a more

functional capacity, the body and brain need to be trained in a

specific way.

Most of us, in our modern way of living, experience tightness, aches,

pain, and poor posture. Essentially the body has become strong, but

in weak positions: which expresses itself as muscle imbalances. In

order to remedy this, we need to move in a way to balance the body

and brain and stimulate it to regain strength in optimal

physiological positions.

1 TO 1 CORRECTIVE EXERCISE

SESSIONS

WITH PIERRE



The body is the vehicle we have

to experience life. It has the

power to influence our thoughts,

our emotions, our wellness, and

health in general. Good posture

not only improves the way you

look and feel, it keeps your

muscles in balance and your

body well aligned allowing

optimal efficiency of all your

body systems. Poor posture

places abnormal weights on

joints and stresses muscles and

tendons, often leading to pain.



CORRECTIVE EXERCISE

KINESIOLOGY

The body needs movement sessions in order to re-program how

the system is working. Think of it like upgrading the software on

your phone or computer to a newer fresher version, which works

faster with less glitches.

My movement sessions are specifically designed to stimulate your

body back to a state of balance, improve function, and train it as

an integrated unit.

After your sessions, you will feel stronger, less tight, have more

balance, coordination, agility, and experience a sense of greater

freedom in yourself.



NUTRITION &

LIFESTYLE

COACHING & FINE

TUNING

The body is a highly integrated system that does

not, and cannot, work in isolation. This means that

nutrition choices and lifestyle have a big impact on

the way our bodies function.

Our lifestyle and food choices have dramatic

influence on our hormonal system, that dictates

how we look and feel, and drive our actions. Once

subtle changes are made, it can create a real shift in

the way your body works and help specific pains

and aches. You may experience less stress and more

vitality.

Pierre may provide you with specific nutrition and

lifestyle recommendations that are unique to you,

and can have dramatic influence on the way your

body is operating.



GOAL AND
PURPOSE
DRIVEN

I offer a judgement-free

environment in which you

can learn and gain an

understanding of your own

health, and the mentorship

needed to achieving

whatever goal, objective, or

dream you possess.



CLIENTS COME SEE
PIERRE TO Improve posture

Get to their ideal weight

Reduce pain

Decrease stress

Improve health

Reduce gastro intestinal issues

Improve strength, flexibility, balance, and

coordination

Improve mental clarity and concentration

Reduce anxiety

Increase lean muscle mass



PROGRAM SCHEDULE I work with clients for a minimum of 12
weeks. This allows you to experience
positive change and start creating real
foundations upon which optimal health
and movement can be built upon.

12 WEEKS
6 MONTHS
12 MONTHS

COMMITMENT OPTIONS:



PROGRAM PHASES

PHASE 1
Rehabilitation phase.

Flexibility + stability balance.

Postural muscular
conditioning.

Therapeutic movement.

PHASE 2
Increased strength and
endurance of the postural
and core musculature.

Integrated movement
pattern development.
Posture activation.

PHASE 3
Work / sport / activity
specific strength.

End stage rehabilitation
progressing into advanced
conditioning.



1 SESSION
PER WEEK

2 SESSIONS
PER WEEK

LEADS TO FASTER &

BETTER RESULTS

SESSION FREQUENCY OPTIONS

Sessions can be online or in-person



UPDATED PROGRAM

Your bespoke program is
updated every 5 weeks. This
allows for optimal development
and progress.

ONLINE PLATFORM

You will receive access to Pierre’s
online member's platform with
your designed program, and
videos of your stretches,
mobilisations, exercises etc. (All
you need is a tablet, computer,
phone with internet access)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS



LOCATION
Ealing Fitness Clinic, 

8 Springbridge Mews,

Ealing, London, W5 2AB.



FLORE VIGNAUX
"Pierre taught me so much
about my body and how to
improve my posture. I lead a
much healthier lifestyle thanks
to him. I'd recommend him to
any one looking to improve their
gut health, posture, and general
health and wellbeing."

CLIENT REVIEWS

JAN HLINĚNÝ
"I visited Pierre to get rid of pain,

but I have received much more.

I feel more in touch with my

body and also with the people

around me."

JAI PATEL
"I throughly recommend that

people suffering with any pains

or ailments work with him. "



BOOK YOUR INTEGRATED

HEALTH BLUEPRINT

SESSION
CLICK HERE: https://calendly.com/pierre-

higginson-consulting/45min

It's free, and is a great opportunity to speak 1 on 1 with a professional
who can answer your burning questions and give you direction as to
what avenue is best to take when it comes to your goals, and desired
outcomes.

https://calendly.com/pierre-higginson-consulting/45min


CONTACT
PIERRE

+447395292306
PIERRE@PIERREHIGGINSON .COM


